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Songs from a Local Universe
Release date: September 6, 2018

Luminous Newts is an original, eclectic prog-poprock band based in Berkeley, California.
Their second album, Songs from a Local Universe
will be released on CD and digitally September 6,
2018, with distribution on CD Baby, Amazon,
iTunes, Spotify and many more.
“Our influences go back to what we grew up on,”
says co-founder Thea Kelley, “like Genesis and King
Crimson, and genre-defying music like Steely Dan,
Kevin Gilbert and Joni Mitchell’s later work.”

Exposé Online called their eponymous debut album
"Extremely original . . . A rich helping of excellent
songcraft . . . that definitely deserves to be heard.”
Songs from a Local Universe continues the Newts tradition of quirky and insightful songwriting

coupled with inventive composing. Vocals halfway between Sandy Denny and Chrissie Hynde blend with
nuanced instrumental performances to hatch a sound as agile and curvaceous as . . . well, a newt.
The Musicians:

Thea Kelley, co-founder & leader – vocals

Lead singer Thea wields a lyrical, trained voice that combines vulnerability with strength. She also
sings with art-folk group Jack o’ the Clock and is a veteran of Balkan-style a capella ensemble Kitka.

Eric Kampman, co-founder & leader – keyboards and vocals

Eric’s keyboard experience spans multiple prog and rock groups such as Now (U.S.), melding classical
and rock influences with a muscular feel. Eric studied composition at the University of Colorado.

Russ Gold – drums

Russ is a versatile session player who has worked with jazz greats like Tom Scott and Miroslav Vitous.

Gary Hobish – bass

Our bassist and mastering engineer also plays with True Margrit and Yes tribute band Shine Delirious.

Andy Charmatz – guitar

Andy has a distinct voice combining sensitivity, power, tasteful use of effects and an allergy to clichés.

Sam Rudin – piano on “When the Newts Cross South Park Drive”

Sam plays boogie, blues and jazz. He has opened shows for top acts from Taj Mahal to Jerry Garcia.

Emily Packard – violin on “Commercialized”

Emily is a classical/new music violinist who plays with Jack o’ the Clock and various symphony orchestras.
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